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1. INTR~IIuCTI~N 
Let C[a, 61 denote the space of real valued continuous functions,,c, defined 
on the compact nondegenerate real interval [a, 61. For f E C[a, h] the norm 
offis defined by /jJ’jI = max ,A6z.b if(s):. Let W denote a finite dimensional 
subspace of C[a, b]. The function z E W is a best approximate tof!: C[a, b] 
from W if 
for all \V E IV. If the inequality is strict for all IZ’ E IV. 11’ f 71, then r is a 
unique best approximate to ,f from W. Further, if for f E C[u, 61 there exist 
TT E Wand a positive number r, depending only onf; such that 
for all MT E W then 7r is said to be a strongly unique best approximate tof 
from W. An fz-dimensional subspace W of C[a, 61 is called a Haar subspace 
if no nontrivial M’ E W vanishes at more than II -~ 1 distinct points of [a, h]. 
In 1907 J. W. Young [5] proved that if W is a Haar subspace then every 
element of C[a, 61 possesses at most one best approximate from W. In 1918 
‘4. Haar [2] proved that if every element of Cja, 61 possesses a unique best 
approximate from a finite dimensional subspace Wthen Wis a Haar subspace. 
Thus a necessary and sufficient condition that every element of C[a, 01 
possesses a unique best approximate from a finite dimensional subspace W 
is that W be a Haar subspace. (It is known that every element of C[a, 61 
possesses at least one best approximate from W.) 
In 1963 D. J. Newman and H. S. Shapiro [4] proved that every element of 
C[a, h] possesses a strongly unique best approximate from a Haar subspace 
of C[u, h]. Since a strongly unique best approximate is also a unique best 
approximate it follows that a necessary and sufficient condition that every 
element of C[u, b] possesses a strongly unique best approximate from a finite 
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dimensional subspace CYis that JV be a Haar subspace. Thus it‘ every element 
of C[a, 01 has a unique best approximate from a finite dimensional subspace 
Wthen in fact every element of C[a, b] has a strongly unique best approximate 
from W. 
If there exists more than one best approximate to,f’t C[a. h] from a sub- 
space W then no one of these best approximates can be a strongly unique best 
approximate. A natural question is the following: for what subspaces IV is it 
true that every element of C[a, 01 which possesses a unique best approximate 
from W also possesses a strongly unique best approximate from W? The 
purpose of this note is to characterize such subspaces. 
2. MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM. Ecery element qj’ C[u, h] 1~4iclz possesses n zrtzique best upproxi- 
mate from a ,finite &nensiotml subspace W also possesses u strongIF ztniyzte 
best approxitrzate from W iJ’and ottI)> if W is a Hum szthspa~c~. 
The necessity part of this theorem is a corollary 01’ the more technical 
Theorem 1 below. The sufficiency follows from the theorem of Newman and 
Shapiro referred to earlier. 
The following lemma which is essential to the proof of Theorem I is given 
in [l]. 
LtMMA I (Centralized Kolmogorov Criterion). l!el j‘t C[u, (,I. W’ he a 
subspuce qf’C[a, b], and rr E W. 7‘1~ red number r I> 0 sarisfies 
The following definitions are needed. For g(x) E C[a, b], 
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For usI ,..., w, E Cba, bl, 
\I11 )...) IV,) = {g(x) E C[a, b]: ’ 3 
g(x) = f -(. ) a,~{‘, Y , a, ,..., a, real constantsj. 
L-=1 
ForfE C[a, b], 
We say the function f(x) defined on a subset P of [a, 61 can be extended 
continuously to [a, 61 if there exists f(x) E C[a, h] such that f(x) .== f(x) 
for x t P. For convenience, we call the continuous extension f(x). 
The proof of Lemma 2 follows from elementary arguments which we omit. 
hMMA 2. Assume the real+a/uec~,fktion f(x) has been defined contin- 
uously 011 a set G C [a, b] such that G is the union qf a,finite number oj’closed 
connected sets qf [a, b]. Assume also that /f (x)1 :< 1 on G. Then ,f can be 
extended continuous!y to all oj. [a, b] in such a I~UJ’ that 1 f(x); <: 1 on 
[a. b] - G. 
The proof of Theorem I is by induction. The proof for n -z 1 is given in 
Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 3. Let 0 + w(x) E C[a, b]. Assume the subspace W -= (~31, is not 
a Haar subspace on [a, b]. Further, assume that the real-calued jirnction f(x) 
has been de$ned on a jinite number of points of [a, b], all contained’ in Z,,. ~ 
such that 1 ,f (.~)I q = 1 for every x at which ,f is defined. Then f can be extended 
continuously to [a, b] in such a way that the mique best approximate to j:fronz W 
is not u strongly unique best approximate. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume ‘1 MJ j: = I. Since W is not 
a Haar subspace on [a, b], Z,, , the zero set of M(X) is not empty. Choose 
x0 E Z,,. such that IV(X) =C 0, x + x,, , x in some sufficiently small closed 
connected nondegenerate half-neighborhood of x,, , contained in [a, b]. Call 
this neighborhood N(q). Without loss of generality. we assume N(x,,) was 
chosen small enough such that there exists x’ E [a, h] ~ N(x,) such that 
II(X') i’: 0. Tt may be thatf(x,,) has been previously defined to be + I or ~ I 
by the hypothesis of the lemma; if not, definef(x,,) = $1. Without loss of 
generality, assume sgn w(x) :z sgnf(x,) =f(x,) in N(s,,) - {x,,). We 
constructf(x) on {x’} U iV(x,) as follows: 
f(x) =f(x”)[l - M’“(X)], x E N(.x,,), 
f(Y) = -sgn w(k). 
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The function f(x) is defined on {AI’; u iv&,) and possibly on a tinite 
number of points of Z,,. , as in the hypothesis, so by Lemma 2, we extend 
f(x) continuously to [a, 01 so that ‘,f(x)’ ,< 1 on [a, h] (ix’: u Z,.). There- 
fore, ~IJ’~: -~ 1, {.Y(, . s’s CA, and A C(x’/ u Z,, . Now we show that 
Tf = (0). 
Let a be a real number. Suppose UPV(X) t 7y: Then 11.1’ arc(x)ll -:, 1 since 
iif--- 0 11 ~~ I. If a .. 0, ,S(S’) ~~ a\V(X’) j 1 -/ U ~ M’(.V’) / ,.I- I. If U < 0, 
in N(s,,) -~- is,,; we have if(s) - Audi = ~f(_u,)[l ~. r~‘(x)] a)+(x): ~: 
1 1 - M.‘(X) -~ a 1 II.(X),\ ;- 1 for 0 -; IV(S); a_ -a. Hence a ~= 0 and 0 is 
the unique best approximate toffrom IV. 
To see that 0 is not a strongly unique best approximate, we check the 
generalized Kolmogorov criterion. We have 
1tly (f(s) - 0) w(x) = llxix (O,f(x') 1%(x'); 
= max (0, -sgn r\(Y) . IV(Y)] = 0. 
Therefore the generalized Kolmogorov criterion, 
for some r > 0, fails to hold. 
THEOREM 1. Let I’m,..., w.,,(x) t C[u, b], be linearly independentf~olctions. 
Assume the subspuce W =- <w, ,..., \v,~;\ is not a Huur subspace on [a, b]. 
Further, assume that the real-r;aluedfunction f (x) has been deJined on a finite 
number of points of [a, b], all contained in ny=, Z,l;i , such that 1 f (x)i --z I for 
each x ,jbr J\#lich f is defined. Then f can be extended continuouslq~ to [a, b] 
in such a wa!. that the unique best approximate to f from W is not a strongly 
unique best approximate. 
Proof: The theorem is proved for II = I in Lemma 3. Here we assume 
n ;- 2. We assume the theorem has been proved for li =- I, 2,..., n ~- 1; i.e., 
if W is a k-dimensional subspace which is not a Haar subspace, X- ; 11 ~~ I, 
and f(x) has been defined on a finite number of points of [a, b] as in the 
statement of the theorem, thenf(x) can be extended continuously to [a, 61 
such that the unique best approximate toJ‘from W is not strongly unique. 
We then show that the theorem can be proved for the case where W is an 
n-dimensional subspace which is not a Haar subspace. 
Without loss of generality, assume 11 rri I! m: 1, I 4 i ..< IZ. Further, 
without loss of generality, we assume w,,(x) -= 0 on {x, ,..., x,),, 17 distinct 
points of [a, b]. Consider the subspace W, (wl ,..., w,~ ,;. If W, is not 
a Haar subspace on {sr ).... s,] then wc can choose a basis for I+‘, , rtr’,..., I$.;,~ , 
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and a rearrangement of the points (x1 ,..., x,), namely {x1’,..., x,‘), such that 
we_, = 0 on {x1’,..., x;-~}. For convenience we drop the “I” .notation 
from the functions wl’ ,..., &, , and from the points x1’ ,..., xn’. (We keep 
the “I” on w~-~(x).) Consider the subspace Ii, = (wl ,..., w,&. If FV, is not 
a Haar subspace on {x1 ,..., x,-~} then we can choose a basis for W, , 
p”:“” 
4-2 and a rearrangement of the points (x1 ,..., x,-J, namely 
x1 ,..., XL-,}, such that w:Jx) = 0 on (x1’ ,..., xh_J. For convenience we 
drop the ““’ notation from the functions I+‘~‘,,.., w:, -3 , and from the points 
I I Sl )...) X,-l . Continuing in this manner as long as possible, we define 
ll‘, ) ’ 11’,,-1 ,..., &l 3 where 0 < k < n ~- 1, inductively as above. When 
k --= n - 1 the set PV,, &r ,..., M$+~ reduces to the single function w, . 
There are the following two cases to consider: 
(I) The integer k is such that 1 :‘. X- -< n ~- 1 and such that (1~~ ,..., H~,~) 
is a Haar subspace on {x, ,.,., x,~, J. 
(11) The integer k as defined above is 0. Hence for every j, 
I I--j ‘< II - 1, <IV* )...) bVj/ ’ is not a Haar subspace on {x1 ,..., xj.l~l]. In 
particular, we have (wI(x)) is not a Haar subspace on {x1, x2{. 
Case 1. The integer k, 1 < k < IT - 1: is such that :PV~ ,..., IZ.$ 
is a Haar subspace on {x1 ,..., s,,,j, and when k < IZ -- 1, we have 
ilVl ,...) WI; ) w;,, )..., wb.+; ) is not a Haar subspace on {x1 ,..., x/;,j+~l) for 
every j such that 1 < j << n - k - I. Note that our subspace W h,as as its 
basis the functions VV~ ..,., wJz , IV;.,, . . . . . ~vi,_r , M’, . We now drop the “I” 
notation from the functions ~6, 1 . . . . . IV:;+, _ We note that the definitmn of li, 
1 -:.I k :< II - I, insures that all the functions M,,,,(X),..., v~I,(x) vanish on the 
set {x1 ‘..., x,,.,,:. 
Since (wl ,..., wk) is a Haar subspace on (x1 ,..., x~;.,,)-, it follows directly 
from the definition of a Haar subspace that we can interpolate at k points of 
the set {x, ,..., x,~,,}. Let wi’(x) E (1~~ . .. . . wr), I :< i < /c have the following 
values: 
wl’(xh.+l) = 1; lVl’(.Yi) = 0, i 7’; 1, /c -+- I) 
lv~‘(Xk+J = I; wz’(xJ -r 0, i i.l 3, h- $- I, 
wii’(xk+l) :-= 1; lVL’(Xi) -z 0, i -,L k, k -I- I. 
We note that wi’(xi) is unspecified, but we know that ~~‘(x~) # 0, 1 :< i < k, 
since if not, the Haar condition on (wl ,..., IQ.> would be violated. Since 
W,',..., 1~~~ are linearly independent on (x1 ,..., x7:.;,), they are linear.ly inde- 
pendent on [a, b]. Thus, without loss of generality, we assume w6’(x) == M!~(x), 
I :: i :: k. We constructf(x) on (x1 ,..., xktlj C n3,“=I~+l Z,.j , as follows: 
f(x?) = sgn wi(xi), I <iszk, 
f(Xkfl) = -1. 
640/14/2-z 
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We remark that in this stepf(x) has been defined to be +I or -1 only on 
a finite number of points of fi,“=;,.,., Z,,. . We constructJ‘continuously on the 
remainder of [a, 61 such that ii,fii : I,‘0 is the unique best approximate to,f 
from W’ =: ;IV~,+~ ,..., w,), an II - /2 “dimensional subspace of C[a, h], 
and such that 0 is not a strongly unique best approximate from W’. Since 
I c; II ~ k -: 11 .-- I. this is possible by the induction hypothesis. 
Let ai, 1 ;; i : n be real numbers and suppose W(x) ~- C:.‘~ i airr,(x) E T/1 
Then we know Im,f’-- M! I/ :‘I 1, since !i,f’-~- 0 1: -_I 1. If ai < 0 for some 
i :-= ] ,..., k, then 
Hence we have ai > 0, 1 ; i C k. But 
for some i =- I,..., k. Hence ui : 0 for all i I ,..., k. and i?(x) has the form 
ii’(x) m:: Cl:,,,, nirri(~). Hence we seek the best approximation tof(x) from 
W’ : <M.i;J~, )...) li’,,:\. But by the way .f was constructed. this is 0: hence 
ui =- 0, k -I- 1 -z i e”; M, and the proof for Case I is complete. 
Case 11. There is no integer h-, I : k 1 II ~- I such that (u*, ,..., ii’,;) 
is a Haar subspace on {x1 ,..., xi, !1j. ( Xll’i . . . . . ~‘~~i is the subspace that results 
after II --- k steps in the constructive process described earlier and (x1 . . . . . .~~;~~,j 
is the corresponding set of points.) We have c ~1%~‘ is not a Haar subspace on 
(-Q , s,j, and all the functions M!?‘(X),..., ir:, ,(x), H,,,(S) vanish on (.u, . .v&. 
We drop the ““’ notation from the functions KJ~‘,..., r~:, i Without loss of 
generality, assume ujl(xl) p= 0. Hence ,yl E n’,“=, %,r, . 
Case A. We assume that for some k E {I...., nj, the set 
contains at least two distinct points of [a, h]. Denote these points by S,” and 
xs’. We construct ,f on {.Yi; . .xY~(‘) C fly l.i, J: Z,,,& as follows: 
In this step, .f(.u) has been defined to be ~-~ I or ~~ I on a linite number of 
points of 07 ,,z ,!. Z,,, We construct f’ continuously on the remainder of 
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[a, b] such that jjflj = 1, 0 is the unique best approximate to f Ifrom the 
I1 -- 1 “dimensional subspace W’ = (w, ,..., wkpl , M’~+~ ,..., w,), and such 
that 0 is not a strongly unique best approximate from W’. This is possible 
by the induction hypothesis. 
Let ai, 1 < i < ~1, be real numbers. Suppose c(x) = Cy=, aiw;(x) E Tf. 
Then if c(/; < 0, If(YJ - W(Xit)j =.= I g s n wIr(.YIJ - u~w~(~~J > 1, while if 
a, > 0, / f(~~‘) - W(X~‘)~ > 1. Hence uk = 0, and W(x) has the form 
M’(X) r= rt,’ aiw,(x) -t &+, u,wi(x). Hence we seek the best approximation 
to f(x) from W’ = (wz ,..., wBpl, M’~+.~ ,..., w,>. But by the way f was con- 
structed, this is 0; hence ui = 0, 1 <’ i << in, and the proof for Case A is 
complete. 
Case B. Assume the set (Z, n ‘.. n Z,,., n Z,,.. n ..t n Z, ) - ZLLsi 
does not contain at least two di&inct points-hf [a, dj’for any i =z I,..., K 
We show that in this case, we can assume, without loss of generality, that 
(ZTcl n ... n Z,,,i-l n ZU,c+l n ... n Zl,.,L) -- Z,,.3 contains exactly one point 
for every i =:z I,..., 12. To see this, suppose (Z,,.z n .‘. n Z,,n) - Zwl = 0. 
There exists x1’ E [a, b] such that )vl(xl’) + 0. Let I == {i f 1: wi(xt’) -# 0). 
By our assumption, l f a. For each i E Z, let oli f 0, pi + 0 be chosen such 
that oli~~ji(xl’) + &u~~(x,‘) = 0. Then we choose as our basis functions for W 
the following functions: 
This is possible since the functions w,(x), i 6 I and iGi(x), i E Z are all linearly 
independent. For convenience, we drop the “--)’ notation. Then we have 
tt’,(x,‘) :# 0 and wi(xl’) z=-: 0 for 1 < i <; n. Now suppose we have that the set 
(-Ll n ... n z,,.i-l n Zu:L+l n ... n Z,%) - Z,,; contains the point xi’ for every 
i =: 1 >“.> k - 1, where 2 < k < ~1. Suppose also that 
(Zw, n ..- n -G-, n Z,,+l n a.. n Z,J - zw, = g. 
There exists xk’ E [a, b] such that w,,(x~‘) f 0. Let I = {i # k: w,-(xx’) f O}. 
By the assumption, Z # ~3. For each i E Z, let 01~ ;i; 0, /$ =# 0 be chosen 
such that oliwk(xI;‘) + j3iwi(~lz’) = 0. We choose as the basis functions for W 
the following functions: 
J~‘LW, i 6 I, 
W,(x) := cqV~.X) + PiWi(X), i E I. 
This is possible since the functions wi(x), i 6 Z and ETi(x), i E I are all linearly 
independent. Then we have wg(xlc‘) # 0 and si(x,‘) = 0 for i E Z, 1 <; i < 12, 
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and wi(xli’) :-: 0, i -,i= k, i I# l! 1 ‘-E i .:< II. Also M’,(.Y~‘) +IZ’~(X,‘) I- ,8jw,(.~,‘) = 
/3i~vi(~i’) #- 0 for i E I, 1 I, i z< k ~~ 1 and ~;<(.q’) ti- 0 for i 6 I, I i 
k - 1. Further, Ej(xj’) == R,Iv,Jx,‘) -1 /~,HI,(s~‘) == 0 for i E I and ~v,(x~‘) : 0 
for i fj! I, for every i ~,/- j, i, ,j I..... k 1. For convenience, we drop the 
“--)’ notation from i?,(x), i E 1. Hence we have 
{.y7,’ i C (Z,, n ... n Z,,.,~ , n Zti.,, I n .. n %,,,,,I ~- Zirk 
By the induction hypothesis. we conclude that 
[.Y~‘) C (Z,,l n .‘. n Z,,.tm, n Z,,. LIL n . .. n Z,,.,,) Z{,;, 
holds for every i =_ I,..., II. If one of the above sets contains more than 
one point, Case A applies. Hence, we have without loss of generality, that 
(Z,,., n ... n Z,,,ml n Z,,. n ... n Z?,.,,) - Z,.& y= ix,‘) for every i -= I,.... I?. 
Without loss of generali?; we assume jl ~1, I~ 1 holds for every 1 ::I i Q 17. 
We now claim that without loss of generality we can assume that for each 
i- 1 ‘..., II, there exist at most II ~~ 1 points of [a, 61 where MJ~(.x) = 0 and 
H.~(x) -/ 0. each j / i. Suppose for some i there exists a set of II point 
{X1 >...) x,,, - ’ such that w,(x) ~~~ 0 on {Xl ,..., S,) and for some,j 7’ i, We ~2: 0 
on {Yl ,..., S,,j. We show that then Case I applies. Indeed, we have \v~(.Y) 0 
on {X1 ,.... .?,I. We relabel the functions 11’~ ,.... II’,, so that IVY i?](s) and 
w,(x) EJs). The relabeling of the functions IV,,(X). k ,” i. j as KY . . . . . M’,, 1 
is arbitrary. Hence we have W <cc1 . .. . . \r,: where cV,( I) Oon(.Y, . . . . . X,l 
and Fl(s) ;i 0 on {XI ,..., .Y,l. We drop the “-” notation for conve- 
nience. 
Consider the subspace IV1 ~~ 0~~ :. . . . H’,,+, ,‘_ If W, is not a Haar subspace 
on {s, . . . . . x,,j there exists I(.:,~~ t W, such that M$_~(.Y) vanishes on 
ix, . ...) s:, ,: c {x, . . . . . x,~}. Since M?~(x) and N,:, I, are linearly independent 
on [a, 61, we extend them to a basis of IV, :)t’, ) Ham’...., &I;. We drop the 
“I” notation from the functions and the points for convenience. Consider the 
subspace CZ’, ,~t’, ,..., it’,, 2: If I+‘, is not a Haar subspace on {s, . . . . . s,, ,j. 
there exists M(~~(.Y) E W, and {.x1’ ,.... -\-:1-Z) C {x, ,.._. .yli I) such that 
W’,~,(X) 0 on {x, . . . . . x:, .‘I. Since IV,(X) + 0 on {x,‘...,. .ui,-,:, l\sl(x) and 
N:,~~(.Y) are linearly independent on [a, /I], so we can extend them to a basis 
for W2 . Let the functions 11’~ , ir.,‘...., I(,:, ~z form the basis. For convenience 
we drop the ““’ notation. 
We continue to define N’,~ , MI,, I ,..., PV,~ where 2 . li . . 11 1 inductively 
as above as long as possible. Since IVY .‘~ 0 on (.Y, . . . . . .Y,[;. we know that it 
in the process described above there exists no li ... 1 such that or, . . . . . IV,,“, is 
a Haar subspace on {x, ,..., x,,.,J it is true for k I. i.e.. IV,) is a Haar 
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subspace on {x1 , x,], and hence Case 1 applies. Thus in Case II we have the 
following two properties: 
(I) (0: .I,if~lL Z,,..) - Z,,.k = {.u,~‘> for every k, 1 1:: k -f II. 
(2) For each i, there exist at most n - 1 points where w;Cx) = 0 and 
,V,i(X) fOeach,jfi, 1 -zi,j-<tr. 
(We note that Case 11 is characterized by the fact that fly=, Z,,.? 4 ‘.) 
Choose any point where )rl(x) does not vanish. For explicitness, we choose 
A-1’. Let X,&l be a closest point to x,’ from fly=, Z,,. . The point x,,.~~ exists 
since (Jy=, ZIPt is a closed, nonempty set. 
We show that there exists some closed connected nondegenerate half- 
neighborhood of x,,~ , NI(s,l,). contained in [a, b] such that M;(X) m,/- 0 in 
NI(x, .J - {.Y&. If not, then in the interval between x1’ and x,- 1 , Ham 
must have an infinite number of distinct zeros; call them (z~),“=, . Then the 
functions ~3~ :..., urn are each nonzcro on at most II ~-- 1 points of :lJ;& 
Hence all the functions up ,..., IV,, are zero on all but at most (17 --- 1)” points 
of (z,:;!~ . But then x,+~ is not the closest point of nI’-, Z,,. to x,‘. Hence 
H,~(x) has a finite number of zeros between x,’ and .x7,+, , and for some 
sufficiently small nondegenerate half-neighborhood of .Y,~, 1, .VI(x, (I). 
contained in [a, b], wr(x) f 0 in NI(x,_,) - {s, +J. Since the function 
w,(x) ;i 0 in NI(x,+,), each of the functions II‘? ,.... )v, has at most 17 - 1 
zeros in N,(x,+,) because of property (2) above of the subspace M/. Hence 
there exists a sufficiently small connected closed nondegenerate half- 
neighborhood of x,+~ , N(x,~~), contained in [a, h], such that foci m’- 0 for 
x E N(.Y,+~) - (x,+~) holds for every i -2 I,..., II. 
It may be thatf(x,+, ) has been previously defined to be -:- 1 or - 1: this is 
possible by the hypothesis of the theorem, since x,+~ E fly=, Z,.* If not, 
define f(xn+J to be d-1. Without loss of generality, assume sgn Map = 
-fCb,) for x E Wx,+d - hL1, ‘I holds for every i = I,..., n. We construct 
f(x) on {x1’,..., x,‘J U N(x,+ 1) as follows: 
f(.yi’) = sgn ~t’~(x~‘), i = l,..., 17, 
f(x) = .f(x,+,) [l - fi / ltli(x):] ) s E N(x,+,). 
i==l 
As in Lemma 2, we extend f(x) continuously to [a, b] such that lifii = 1, 
and If(x)] < 1 except possibly for some of the points of Z,,.l u {x’~}; all the 
extreme points off(x) - 0 are contained in the set Z,,, u {xl’}. 
Let a;, 1 < i .< n, be real numbers. Suppose E(xi = xy=, aiwt(x) E T” 
Then I1.f - li 1) .< 1, since ijf - 0 ii = I. If ai < 0 for some i == I,..., n, then 
jf(xi’) - @(xi’)i = 1 sgn w&xi’) - Q~,Y~(x~‘)~ = 1I - a, i IV~(X~‘)~/ :> I. Hence, 
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a, 3 0 for every i = I,..., II. However. if a, > 0 for some k, then in 
N(x,,,) -- {x, ,.l} we have 
If(x) -- W(x)! = jf(x.+l) [l - i I l~~(x)jl - $I aiwi(x)( 
for x E N(x,+,) such that nyZ,,i,, M’i(x)i < aI;. The existence of 
x E Wn+J - cG+1~ such that nrCl,i+k ) w,(s)~ < a,; follows from the fact 
that lim T+Xn+, n&, / wi(x)i = 0. Thus ai == 0 for every i :: I ,.... n and 0 
is the umque best approximate tof(x) from W’. To see that 0 is not a strongly 
unique best approximate, we check the generalized Kolmogorov criterion. 
We have 
‘Ziy (f(x) - w--wlW 
= max (0, sgn w~(x~‘)(--w~(x~‘))} = 0. 
Therefore the generalized Kolmogorov criterion, 
nyAx (f(x) - 0) w(x) > r ji,/‘il j IV ,j for every it’ E W, 
for some r > 0, fails to hold. 
In a future note the authors will discuss the application of the result of this 
paper to the notion of generalized strong unicity [3]. 
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